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Quick Notes:
Larry Johnson: Just a note on the Jonni

Starr story you mentioned last issue. I did
the pencils on this probably in 1996. Billy
Leavell was the inker on the strip. John
Pierce had Brian Buniak redo some of the
faces on the artwork.
Review zines: I usually don't review
"Review zines" like Paper and Ink. Steve
does a very good job with the format he
has chosen but I just don't see the need to
review reviewers (hope that makes sense).
Tales of Fantasy #58 (2012, Larry

Johnson). This is my first exposure to
Zooy. Zooy has such a long history. I'm
amazed that Larry came up with the
character when he was 9 years old and
soon started doing comic strip adventures
of the character. Wow, when I was 9 years
old I was still doodling crayon drawings
of dinosaurs, giant squids and the Monitor
and the Merrimack. For me making comic
strips was still several years in the future.
Zooy is a very cute cartoon character
(reminded me of Nancy or Little Lulu)
who seems to exist quite nicely (thank
you) in a world of normal human beings.
His world is similar to the "The
Adventures of Rocky and Bullwinkle"
movie that came out some years ago
where the Moose and Squirrel were their
animated selves but the other characters
were normal humans. "The Mighty
Yammite!" (could have been called "The
Mystery of the Man Hole") was a nice
eco-tale. There were some incidents of
violence in this story. Besides the tendril
abduction of the four lead characters Zooy
surprising sliced the veggie Provine in
two with Rono's astonishingly sharp
walking staff. Fortunately this hacking
was more akin to cutting celery than
whacking a person or an animal. The
Yammite Provine apparently was
implanted with some sort of artificial
intelligence giving it speaking ability and
locomotion. Another possibility is that the
Mighty Yammite (M.Y.) somehow

transferred some of the captive Provine's
intelligence (as well as the others) to the
veggie Provine while holding them
captive. [Provine is an interesting name.
Dorothy Provine was an actress in the
1960s most known for her role as a night
club singer in the television series "The
Roaring Twenties"]. One slight problem is
that plants don't have nervous systems
henus the M.Y. was not a true plant
because it had eyes and felt pain. This
lead me to conjecture just what sort of
creature the M.Y. was. The M.Y. seems to
be some strange combination plant and
animal. Another possibility is that the
M.Y. is a symbiot of some type. Examples
of symbiots are lichens which combines
fungus and green algae. The fungus
provides the living structure/housing
which the algae provides the
nutrients/energy. Both plants benefit from
this relationship. Another example are
termites that have protozoa in their gut to
digest cellulose for energy for the termite.
Perhaps closer to home is the mutualistic
roles gut flora play in the human digestive
system. This fits the M.Y. a bit better as
humans being “animals” and the gut flora
are plants or bacteria. All these real world
examples are very complex and
intelligently designed by God. Whatever
was the case Zooy deftly used his
deductive ability to solve the problem for
the good of everyone involved.While the
visual story telling was another fine
example of the clarity we expect from
Larry I found the lack of spotting of
blacks and texturing odd. After the past
two issues the lack of blacks and texturing
was jarring. I can only assume that Terra
(and the City ofArlong) has very intense
light that washes out any "color" making
everything flat and mono-chromatic.
Other that some body shadows on the
ground beneath the characters there was
very little form modeling. Perhaps Terra is
a coloring book world. I enjoyed seeing
the bottled city in several panels inside the
Ministry of Science. Perhaps this is the

"roving" city of Kandor. I enjoyed Larry's
Zooy background history accounts as well
as the Dream Diary and Space Cat (nice
vibrant colors). TOF letter columns
always amaze me, they are filled with
detailed commentary and analysis.
Compliments are interspersed with good,
positive constructive criticism. Nice back
cover.
Ditkomania #88 (Rob Imes). I'm amazed

that there are so many aspects of Steve
Ditko's work that entire issues of DM can
be centered on a specific theme. This
issue is devoted to the foreign language
translations (and non-American English
versions) of Ditko's stories. Rob does a
very good job in compiling various
reports from correspondents in other parts
of the world. Perhaps the most interesting
thing I found out was the stories of how
many of the different article writers first
discovered the work of Steve Ditko.
While I'm not a foreign correspondent I'd
like to add my Ditko discovery story to
the mix. Back in the early 1960s my best
friend (Bob LaRiviere) and I started
collecting comics. We shared what we
liked with each other. He came across a
comic called Amazing Adult Fantasy. We
both were intrigued with the title
especially the word "Adult". Wow, here
was a comic written for adults!
Obviously as a young teen this held great
appeal--here was a grownup comic for all
naysayers who claim comics were just kid
stuff. Well, the stories were not all that
much different from those in Tales to
Astonish or Journey into Mystery. Perhaps
the major different was all (almost all) the
stories were drawn by the same artistSteve Ditko. Ditko had this strangely
eccentric, eerie, rather odd style of
drawing that worked very well with the
type of stories published in Amazing Adult
Fantasy. My friend kept buying the comic
and with its 15th issue a super hero was
introduced. I remember being slightly
disappointed that the "Adult" was
dropped from the title—it was now just
Amazing Fantasy. I later thought that Stan
Lee's marketing acumen had missed a
beat on this one. The superhero feature
was also drawn by Steve Ditko and was

about this nerdish kid who was bitten by a
radioactive spider which transferred the
spider's abilities to its human victim. I
remember that there was no Amazing
Fantasy #16. At the time I thought this
Spider-Man character was a real bomb.
However six months later the Amazing
Spider-Man #1(with art by Steve Ditko)
hit the comic racks and the rest is history.
So much for my early comic book
prognostications.
Rob once again did an excellent job
covering various aspects of Steve Ditko's
life and work.
The Bride of Odd (Dan Burke, 2012)

Another beautifully packaged book (yes a
real square bound book) from Dan.
The feature I liked most was the review of
the Strange Suspense book. I appreciated
Dan's sharing about how the "Worm"
story affected him as a child. More
material like this is needed.
I do appreciate the archiving of various
UFO internet conversations. I'll have to
admit that while this was going on my
eyes started glazing over as I'm more
interested in seeing people's creative
efforts as opposed to lengthy debates on
side issues. Even though some of these
issues have merit.
UFO History: I would have been more
interested in an overview of the entire
history of UFO (and T-Frags) that dealt
with the various Chairmen and people
who have been involved over the years. I
did that for the Apa I belong to for its
100th issue in 2001 which covered 15 plus
years. That would take someone with a
complete run of T-Frags to pull off.
The 3-D Eye Candy Babes: Same
comment as last time. These sorts of
photo illos would be useful if the models
were actually doing something like
walking, running, jumping, shooting guns
or arrows, throwing things, swinging on
ropes, hitting, punching, kicking and
doing things in relation to other people. It
seems all they can do is take orders for
cheese cake. My question is can they take
care of the house, have babies, take care
of children, cook, sew? :)
Wally Wood's Panels That Never Work
(Cute). I liked the History of Business

Men Comics covers.
(Cute +). The Model
Agency, This went on
for about 12 pages too
long. Booga-Lew I
enjoyed this- (Cute
+++).
Again, beautiful
packaging with
contents of varying
interest.
PPFSZT! #37 (June

2012-Jim Main). This
issue was beautifully
packaged with rather
uneven contents. This
issue stirred my
Reynaldo, former UFO member, at the 2012 San Diego Comic
thinking on how to Randy
Con. He is still producing his excellent Rob Hines comics.
approach giving it a
with the very slick, expensive format. If I
substantive review. My science fiction
saw, for example, "Bug Hunt", "The
comic sensibilities were formed by the
Chip", "The Birth of the Blob" or "Electro
DC silver age titles like Strange
Cute" in a digested-sized xerox or printed
Adventures and Mystery in Space.
zine I would have thought it was an
Especially in the early 1960s Gil Kane,
Carmine Infantino, Murphy Anderson and appropriate format for the material.
Perhaps the major thing here has to do
others were hitting their stride in
with editorial vision. Jim mentions this is
producing excellent art for the inventive
a "creator driven issue". It seems as if this
stories of John Broome and Gardner Fox.
issue is a potpourri of material thrown
In most of these stories the good guys
together from various sources. None of
won. Marvel early monster books of the
same period fit into this category. Then in the material is particularly bad or sub-par
it just didn't seem to fit together well as a
1965 Ballantine came out with the
whole. I'm old school. If you have serious
paperback Tales ofthe Incredible
science fiction publish a book with that
reprinting stories from EC Comics Weird
material. If you have humorous takes on
Science and Weird Fantasy. Wally Wood,
science fiction themes publish a book on
Al Williamson, Will Elder, Joe Orlando,
that. When you combine the two it just
and others were producing some fantastic
doesn't seem to be a good fit. The so-so
work during the first half of the 1950s.
material (or inappropriate) brings the level
The stories were not always positive in
of your book down.
outcome but they were so well-crafted
that they certainly stretched the bounds of Here are some brief comments on the
what could be achieved in comic books at actual contents.
Cover: Beautiful stylized illustration by
the time. The best of these comics
(especially the EC issues) set the bar very Foster, on Moby Dick. Very professional.
The Machine: Very nice, very inventively
high in terms of story and especially art.
These DC, Marvel and EC Comics shaped drawn story by Dan Burke. This is top
drawer science fiction artwork.
my science fiction comic book
Alan's GolfBall: This one got me on
sensibilities.
This brings me to PPFSZT! #37. This zine Google to check out the story premise.
Gorgeous art and fun concept. Really
aspires to be a science fiction anthology.
could have been several pages. Probably
However I found most of the zine packed
the best strip in the book.
with filler material. My problem was the
Will Meugniot Illos: Excellent. This is
vast majority of the contents didn't fit

how "pinups" should be done. Very well
drawn and designed with stories begging to
be told. A jungle girl facing robots and
another jungle girl with a Wally Wood
pixie. Fun stuff.
Bug Hunt: John Lambert's art here doesn't
appeal to me though there is some humor
in this tale. I'd recommend Lambert
consider computer lettering in the future.
The Chip: Beautiful woman gets killed by
an arrow from a psycho. Leaves bad taste.
How the Earth : James Rubio's tribute to
enormous breasted women.
The Mutation ofLisa Avery: Rock Baker
seems to be a small press niche "Good
Girl" artist. Sort of reminds me of Matt
Baker from the late 1940s and 1950s. Very
good use of "spotting blacks" by Ken
MacFarlene. This story evokes the old
beloved 1950s sci-fi monster movies.
Baker and McFarlene's art save this story
as the characters and writing are quite
lackluster.
Birth ofthe Blob: The art didn't work for
me. If you have comic strips with no
humans and just aliens as your protagonists
you need art that is very striking. The guys
that do the various current Green Lantern
comics (especially Green Lantern Corps)
pull it off as well as anyone.
Electro Cute: At the conclusion "bad girl"
black woman provocatively exposes her
pubic area to a startled crew member.
Really great comics here, folks.
Magnet Man : I have enjoyed Brien's
humorous take on Pro-wrestling on the net.
If you had more solid features like "The
Machine" and "Alan's Golf Ball" this
would have made a nice filler.
Rip: The humor completely escaped me.
Didn't see Sci-Fi tie-in.
Bill the Cockroach : This reminds me of
Mel Larazus, "Mama" or "Miss Peach"
comic strips. Didn't see Sci-Fi tie-in.
Mr. Brunelle: Didn't see Sci-Fi tie-in.
The inside front, inside back and back
covers are competent but not memorable
illustrations.
Conclusion, PPFSZT! #37, is a beautiful
but flawed package because of the uneven
contents. There are some jewels here but so
much of the material would have been
better used in other publications more
suited to the genre.

Bio-Speak
4
I was born and raised in northwest

Washington state. During my growing
up years the farmers in the rural areas
of the county provided seasonal
employment for Junior and Senior
High school children during the
Summer break. The primary crop,
strawberries were harvested during
June and July. The farmers purchased
old school buses and picked up city
(and rural) kids and took them to the
fields to pick strawberries which

provided some income for the kids.
When I was about ten years old my
oldest brother took me along to one of
the fields and I got my first experience
grubbing in the dirt picking the
delicious small fruit. One day toward
the end of the season we stopped at a
small rural store. They had a comics
rack and I purchased (or perhaps my
brother did) a couple of comic books.
They were, I believe a Superman (or
Action), and a World's Finest Comics.
I remember not being real impressed
with them. The Mort Weisinger
Superman of this period while having
its virtues didn't excite me. The stories
and art didn't compel me to follow up
with either series. About that time I
was following Turok Son of Stone (and
some of the Disney Dell Duck
comics). Perhaps I was too young, too
engaged in outdoor activities to
become interested in other comics. It
would be several years before I gave
Superman (and super hero comics)
another look.

